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About This Game

A Grave Robber was trying to dig up his wife who was killed in a car accident a year ago because she held valuable Documents
about state secrets from the U.S Military. But he unmistakably woke up the undead. Can you help him survive and get the

secrets back in time before the U.S. Government finds the documents.

Like us on Facebook and Twitter for updates to the development of our game.

Features:

1. Zombies lots of them.
2. Depth of Field

3. Ease of use of Controls.
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game all around. Fun! If you like puzzle games with good storylines I would highly recommend this. I didn't use to like hidden
object but I really like how this games does it. I have also played the first game in this series and enjoyed it as well.. Beautiful
yet not quite girlish. Challenging yet relaxing. Just something for a Sunday afternoon :). This is just a Job Simulator type game
with a SPOOOOOOKY twist. If you're expecting actual gameplay of any kind, look elsewhere. All you do in this game is stand
still and interact with physics based objects as TOTALLY WACKY CHARACTERS talk to you non-stop. Hilarious!

It's about as much fun as a phone call. Yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap yap.. I
will admit I haven put much time into the game, and for visual novels this early reiew could be an even greater mistake.

The game really doesn't give you goals. You've got this dev sim side of he game which is clunky and sometimes doesn't make
senese. We aren't told how our decision with the modules and systems presented to us will affect the game in the future. The
interface here is farely clunky and will require a lot of clicking. The reward for this work is the games currency, which as of
now can't be channeled into things that make my characters or products "better".

Maybe I'm an impatient reader, but the story as far as I made it was not really engaging. Neither are the characters either, not
that you seem to get the chance to know them. You've got Alex, a redheaded tomboy, Elise the shy one, and Risa, the Shinji of
the group. So far the only choices I've been given seem to have no immediate impact and feel devoid of meaning. Sure, I know
visual and kinetic novels can go forever without choice, but at least ithey don't pretend to give me options.

Arbitrary is how I would define the game. There is freedom with how you "build" games, but it feels meaningless. It's just
guessing, and you can't even see the results until turns later. Results that have no meaning when you have nothing to compare
them to.

If you want a sim play GameDev Tycoon. If you want a visual novel; there are better visual novels, like Clannad or something.

This is the waffle taco where it should have been Filipino food truck fusion.. Escape Bloody Mary is short, but it's also priced
pretty cheap. I have to give it credit for being the first escape game I've played in VR that looked like it had a budget, and didn't
constantly leave me wondering if I was just logically stumped or if I was missing something important because of a fault lighting
system. It isn't full of jump scares like most VR horror games, but still keeps things tense and constantly throws new entrances
for Mary at you for you to deal in pretty interesting ways. The way it uses mirror effects is pretty creative, and the gameplay is
pretty unique for the horror-escape-room genre in that instead of making you dread picking up every object in case a skeleton's
going to pop out when you do, it encourages you to always move forward to try and stop Mary. If $3 is too much for a game
you'll probably play once for 20 minutes tops then you might want to avoid it, but otherwise it's a pretty fun game for
Halloween.. Fun little game and well designed, but it gets repetitive fairly quickly. Priced appropriately given its complexity.
Neat concept.. this game has me locked in so many ways ive never wished for death more than now
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it could've been good

it could've been so much better. hi this game is fun I don't know why more people don't play it I guess that's there loss.
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Like Mega Man? You will enjoy this game very much. Felt like i was playing on my SNES. Good old school progression,
adding harder platforming and enemies each level. For me it fell into that perfect zone of "not to easy, but not to hard"

Check out the first level of the game here.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zDqY71FgsrI. Completed 01\/09\/2018.. This game is honestly very out there and weird
and if you enjoy werid then all for you but if you don't. Then it's not worth your time.

I love weird games but this was over the limt. The game is full on trippy and it bothered me to a full degree. It was full on
disturbing and I feel it had a ton of stupid questions.

It was a mind\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, making you think vise versa and etc. I understand what they tried to do but all the
same it was so-so.

I have played better and this one made little sense if any.

Either way here is my let's play for it. Hope it helps you folks out!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/4JS4mpoQo2w. probably the only mascot platformer i know of whose main gimmick is screen nukes

seriously though, this is a solid game if you're into platformers, regardless of whether you grew up with the classic xbox or not.
excellent port, controls well, def an entertaining and stylish romp for those into the genre.. Red Five will be proud.
Recommended to buy if you looking for a good air combat/dog fight simulator. I enjoy it 10 years ago, I still enjoy it now.
You think you got what it takes to beat Luke Skywalker high score? Then try this game.
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